I would like to talk about helping small to medium
woodworking shop worker have a better understanding of
how to improve or design a central dust collection system. I
am slanted towards the 2 stage cyclone separators dust
collectors as I believe they perform a better job of separating
dust from air.
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This is typical 2 to 3 Hp 2 stage cyclone separator dust
collector.
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These are the terms we will be using to calculate Static
Pressure Loss.
We need to know how much airflow we can flow at what
speed for a given resistance in the duct.
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Tables:

are use to reduce the amount of math to just simple
multiplication and adding to get total Airflow and Static
Pressure Losses.

Dust Collector Location:
Can have a major effect on whole system from duct pipe
size
to overall Static Pressure.
Machine Airflow:
will be needed to calculate the correct duct pipe size.
Calculating Airflow and Static Pressure for each Branch or machine
drop.
these worksheets will be used to identify major static
pressure losses and to help calculate the Main Duct and
size
the DC.
Total System CFM and Static Pressure to be use to determine size of
Dust Collector.
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Selecting Dust Collector:
Identifying the variables used to compare one Dust
Collector to another.
Determine if there are any elements in you system that could be
modified to better fit with the properties of your Dust Collector.
Resources and References:
Books
Web Sites
Manufactures' web sites.
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These are the main charts used to side duct for airflow and
static pressure.
There are many books and web sites that have these charts.
There may be slight variations in the calculated number use
but they should all be close enough for the home work shop.
There are also some online spreadsheets that perform the
math for you at the input the basic data. See Bill Pentz for
one.
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Location Of DC:
1. Outside – Reduces noise and may be easer to empty shavings bin.
Removes conditioned air from shop if a return air duct is
not installed.
Cannot see the dust bin level (out of sight out of mind)
may require sensor with alarm.
May increase the length of duct needed for Main duct.
2. Inside -- Increased noise.
Shorter Duct Runs
Dust Bin in view.
Noise Baffles can be built to reduce some of the noise.
I have found that I have to wear hearing protection while
running my machine and Dust Collector noise factor is
reduced.
3. Inside Shop: Corner – allows for Diagonal or down walls or both.
Diagonal should generally be shorter main duct runs.
Middle -- Run center line through shop with Wyes
branching off at 45 deg to each machine.
Avoid 90 deg turns where possible.
4. Machine Location:
Try to locate machine with greatest air flow requirements
as close as possible to DC.
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This is a typical medium size shop with a mid wall location and a single
main header running across the shop. This is a very efficient design.
Overall duct length is reduced and duct diameter minimized to just
meet the system requirements. All of this also reduces the overall cost
to install duct.
This draw can be only straight lines and boxes , then write in the;
Airflow and duct size.
Identify any obstructions (overhead Fans; Lighting; AC duct; support
beams) that may have to be worked around.
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This the type of duct design to avoid because of length of
duct and number of 90 deg ells all increase Static Pressure
reducing the amount of air flow at the last machine.
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This is a generalized table of basic machine dust collection
minimum air flow requirements. To collect the small particles
those that cannot be seen air flow should be increased to full
advantage of you Dust Collector.
Use chart for air flow / pipe diameter and Main / Branch Duct
runs to determine size of pipe needed for each machine.
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This should be looked at minimum airflow.
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After you have determine the lay out of your machines and the basic
Main an Branch Duct runs.
1. Start with either the machine with the greatest air flow
requirement or the one farthest away from the DC. Then make a
parts list from the machine to the Wye off the Main Duct.
2. Note pipe diameter and length or solid pipe.
3. Flex Hose.
4. Note diameter of 90° Ells and number.
5. Note diameter of 45° Ells and number.
6. Refer to SP chart for straight and flex pipe and look up static
pressure loss per foot of each pipe size ( 4” = 0.070 per ft) on
Branch line.
7. Refer to SP loss for Fittings and look up sp loss in straight pipe
equivalent ft. for each fitting.
8. Everything is converted to pressure loss per foot then multiply
using each pipe diameter factor for hard straight pipe / flex hose /
each fitting. It is easer to group parts by pipe size.
9. Once you have sp calculated for each group of fittings and pipe
simply add up everything. This will give you the SP of this Branch
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Connection to be added to the Main Duct SP loss and the DC filter loss.
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Look up the duct size then across to find the SP loss in inches
For branch and main duct solid and flex piping.
Branch duct is factored for 4000 FPM velocity.
Main is factored for 3500 FPM velocity
Engineers have determined Branch ducting with horizontal
and vertical piping require 4000 FPM to keep the dust moving
and not settling in the low point. 3500 FPM is required to
keep dust in motion in horizontal duct.
Airflow velocity can be more but not less.
These number will be used as multipliers per foot when
building your charts for Branch and Main piping.
6” is high lighted because that is what I used in my shop.
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This shows a typical Branch design.
Note all the parts and how you would use them in you
system.
It will help if you make a line drawing of each branch duct
piping run. This will not only help in calculating Static
Pressure Loss and Airflow but will help when you start
buying fittings and pipe for your system.
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Chart indicates static pressure loss in equivalent straight pipe
which would be multiplied by the factor from the previous
chart for straight pipe of equal diameter.
For example:
6inch pipe – a 90 deg. Ell static pressure loss is equal to 12
feet of straight pipe.
Some charts will break down the fitting in the radius of 90 deg
Ells. The shorter the radius the higher static pressure.
This method makes it easer to calculate static pressure by
converting each fitting static pressure loss to feet and then
multiply the total feet by the straight pipe factor.
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This is what a Branch work sheet should look like to total up the static
pressure loss.
Identify the number of straight pipe – enter feet and multiply by
factor for diameter.
Identify the total number of 90 deg ells and multiply by the factor of
straight pipe for one fitting then by the SP factor for the pipe diameter
.
Identify total feet of Flex hose and multiply by the SP loss factor for
pipe diameter.
Then total all static pressure totals, this number will be added to the
Main Duct total to get the system SP loss for the full duct run.
You can use a paper pad or computer program such as Excel or Word. I
like excel because it can add a list of number quicker than I can plus it
is also easer to go back an modify you parts list to play with SP.
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You can also go to WWW.BillPentz.com to use his online work sheet to
calculate Pressure Drop. His work sheet will show the calculated
pressure drop / air flow and volume for the system you enter.
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General rule is to keep velocity of airflow above 3500 FPM.
2. How many machine are going to be use at same time. To
determine required CMF that will be need and flowed at 3500
FPM. Use charts to determine pipe size.
Most small / medium size shops will not have a DC large
enough to run more that 2 small machine and 1 large machine
at a time.
The main duct static pressure drop loss is calculated the same
way as the branch, making a list of all the components. Then
use the table to find the equivalent feet of straight pipe for
each fitting and flex hose. Total up the total feet of pipe and
multiply by the pipe diameter factor.
You can also go to WWW.BillPentz.com to use his online work
sheet to calculate Pressure Drop. His work sheet will show the
calculated pressure drop / air flow and volume for the system
you enter.
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Increasing duct diameter increases CFM and decreases FPM.
3500 CFM is minimum
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Refer to your Branch charts for duct size that will connect to
Main duct.
Duct size chart for CFM per pipe diameter for the main duct,
this is calculated for 3500 FPM flow rate and CFM volume.
If more than one machine will be run at a time total both
CFM volume and refer to chart for proper diameter for CFM
and FPM.
Most Home workshops will only be running one machine at a
time, all other branches should be closed.
In this illustration the machine with highest airflow
requirement are closest to the dust collector thus the larger
main duct. The machine and the end of the main duct
require less air so a small duct can be used.
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This is the same as the Branch worksheet list the parts
calculate the equivalent straight pipe for each fitting then
multiply by the pipe SP factor and sum up the SP.
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1. Look at basic duct design:
1. Too many 90° Ells?
2. Reduce length Flex Hose (1’ flex = 3’ solid)?
3. Can the Branch Duct diameter be increased up to
next pipe size without reducing the FPM flow?
4. Can the Dust Collector be relocated for shorter Main
Duct run?
2. May be time to look at larger Dust Collector.
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1. Know what max air flow requirement is.
a. Most 3 to 5 Hp dust collectors can only support 1 large
machine or 2 small machines running at one time.
2. Total Static Pressure loss of branches that will be open at one time.
3. Refer to the “Performance Chart” of the Dust Collectors you will be
considering to buy. Not all manufactures publish this chart you may
have to call and request.
3. Also know that manufactures use max airflow as a sell point. This
number is measured in the lab by connecting a straight pipe equal
to the dust collector nozzle diameter about 10’ long and the test
probe is located 1 ½ pipe diameters from the dust collector air
inlet. Test pipe length is about 10 pipe diameters long and fully
open.
4. This will give you the most airflow and minimum static pressure.
These number are of no real help in sizing a collector. A
performance curve of the full run range of CFM to Static Pressure is
needed.
5. As static pressure increases the airflow will fall.
6. Look for a dust collector with the airflow and static pressure you
require that is in the midrange of the machine.
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7. Horse Power is not a fool proof indicator of performance without
knowing the diameter of the fan wheel.
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Work sheet to total the whole duct system.
Bring the Branch and Main Duct total SP forward and total.
Carry the Airflow required by the larges machine .
These 2 number will be used to help determine how a Dust
Collector will perform with your duct system.
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There are a number of variables that affect the performance of a dust
collector and the efficiency it separates heavy and light dust partials.
Motor Service Factor - look for a 1.5
Motor Run Amps - some 3Hp motors will show 15 running amps
while another will have 20 amps). Remember run amps is an
indication of work performed.
Motor Start Amps – Start amps will spike to 3 or 4 time the run amps
till the motor is at full RPM. Dust Collectors motors start under load
similar to an air compressor.
My 3Hp Grizzly required a 40 amp circuit but runs at only 22 amps. It
will pull upwards of 90 amps on starting with an open end pipe.
Fan diameter (some single stage collectors use a 3 Hp motor with a 14
inch fan wheel verses a 2 stage cyclone 3 Hp with a 15 inch fan wheel
will have more airflow at a higher SP and run amps.
Cyclone inlet nozzle design (does it have a inlet ramp) helps with
separation.
Cyclone cone length (longer is generally better for separation).
Cyclone cone and fan housing metal thickness (wood particles hitting
the wall will result in erosion so thicker is better).
Filter element square feet (more filter surface will decrease back
pressure on the dust collector increasing airflow and better dust
separation).
Look up WWW.BillPentz.com he has a very good site for
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understanding the way a dust collector cyclone works and what makes
a good one.
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This is a Performance curve for Grizzly 2 hp cyclone dust collector.
This chart shows how much airflow can be generated for a given
Static Pressure. along the curve.
With the system total SP and total airflow requirements look across
bottom of chart then straight up to the curve line and back across to
the CFM flow.
So you can see if your duct system has a calculated Static Pressure
loss of 9.5 it will only deliver 500 CFM.

Also be aware that manufactures' Performance Curves are
sometimes over stated from real life.
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This is a worksheet I built to compare similar Dust Collector:
Main variables I compared:
1. Fan wheel diameter ( I wanted 15 inch or larger).
2. Motor horse power ( I wanted to stay close to 3 Hp)
3. Compare motor run amps and start amps (is one is
showing lower amps for same motor horse power it is
probably not flowing as much air for a given SP).
4. Advertised airflow and static pressure.
5. Cyclone Inlet diameter.
6. Filter element surface area.
7. Cyclone material thickness
8. Dust Collector cost.
9. Shipping cost.
Note: UGLY’S Electrical references states the following:
3 HP motor run amps 17 with 230V.
5 HP motor run amps 28 with 230V
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When I was planning my shop and working with the machine
layout I know there was going to be a very long run to my
Sliding Miter Saw due to other design elements. When
calculated the Static Pressure losses were in the high 7 – 9
inches I had to look at 3 to 5 Hp dust collectors the get the
require airflow (600 – 750 CFM) needed.
5 Hp Clear Stream would have fit the bill but I did not want to
start / stop a 5HP motor 5 or 6 time a day nor did I want to
run a 5 HP all day. The 3Hp Grizzly was a good compromise
for me not as much air flow as I would have liked but my
number fell in the mid range on its Performance Chart.
I want to be in the mid range of a Dust Collector performance
chart due to the manufactures over stating the performance
some.
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This is the performance curve from my Grizzly owners manual
as you can see the catalog shows 1654 CFM @ 2.5 in. SP. If
airflow is only looked at you would think this is way too much
machine for what I need. You have to have a good idea of
what you Static Pressure is to make the right choice.
In my example I have 7.75 static pressure loss. The charts
shows I should get 1225 CFM. I have not measure the airflow
but I do not think I have this much flow. If I am getting 900 –
1000 CFM at my saw that would be good.
The other big static pressure loss in at the machine hood
design. I have been working on a large hood to collect dust
from this sliding miter saw and have a good working design
that I am still improving on as time goes on.
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Finally determine if you will be using metal duct piping or Big
Box store PVC.
If you can find spiral wound duct locally that would be well
worth looking at. It can be ordered on line but shipping cost
is going to be a major cost factor.
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Even though you machine might say is rated for 1500 or more
that is usually not the actual flow due to system static
pressure. Static electricity may build up on/in the plastic pipe
when the humidity is just right but it is usually not enough to
ignite the dust that will result in a fire / explosion.
I found that if your system needs 6” or less diameter pipe
plastic is a good option. If you need larger diameter pipe steel
spiral pipe would be more cost effective if it can be sourced
locally.
The shipping cost of metal pipe is one of elements that push
the cost up so if you can fine it locally if would go with metal.
The straight section are quite affordable the Wyes and other
fitting can get very expensive.
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Mark Underwood purchase “Dust Control Made Simple” for
our library. This is the second edition. Very good resource.
Clear Vue cyclones are based on Bill Pentz design principles.
Grizzly is using Bill Pentz inlet nozzle and ramp design and
the longer cone design.
All but Clear Vue fall way short on air filter element size.
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This is a table from Bill Pentz site showing Duct Size / Wheel
Size / Minimum hp for given Static Pressure and airflow.
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This is my dust collector, it is mounted on a side wall off
center.
This location was selected due to the design of my building
metal trusses and I wanted 2 ceiling fans in the middle of the
floor.
This location also reduced the amount of electrical wiring to
connect with the service box.
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This is a 6” to 4” reducers with a 4” slide gate and short
section of 4” flex hose to my 15” Planer. Looking back I
should have built a 6” slide gate for this location. The dust
hood on the planer exits to one side not in the middle
requiring a slightly longer flex hose. The overhead 6” duct
was run before I got this planer.
I may in the future fabricate a new dust hood to accept a 6”
pipe to increase airflow. 4” is the minimum for a 15 inch
planer, also this is a segmented carbide cutter head which
makes chips not flakes. The chips are smaller and a little
harder to vacuum up when not using the full with of the
planer (air gap).
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This is a typical 6” shop built slide gate. Still need to make
some handles for the ¼ plywood gate.
I found a U-Tube video that walks you through making the jig
for cutting the inside hole all the same through assembly.
The glue he recommended has not held up. I have started
rebuilding with two part epoxy.
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This is my 12 Sliding Miter Saw and shop made dust hood. I
still need to build sliding baffles on both sides of the saw to
minimize the opening. I get plenty of air velocity at the back
of the hood but with the wide opening at the front velocity is
too low to pull all of the dust in. At this time when I finish
sawing I leave the Dust Collector running and use an air hose
nozzle to sweep the small amount of dust from the sides of
the saw. Installing sliding gates will increase the air velocity
around the saw.
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Removed the factory 4” removable hatch and built one out
of ¾ plywood and 6” pipe.
Increase airflow helps keep buildup of saw dust in the
cabinet but I still need an overarm 3” hood. Especially when
using a zero clearance blade insert.
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